Monitor Information Systems
As part of my day-to-day duties at  Ferries I use a bespoke software called BookIt. This
information system allows me to book passengers onto the  Ferries. The software also has
many complex features such as allocating cabins, sleeping pods and reclining chairs,  Lounge
entry, breakfast and dinner vouchers and booking vehicles onto the ferry. There are also other
features including reports that allow staff members to check passenger and vehicle figures per
sailing (316 P1)
Within BookIt there are many features which include:
Booking screen –







Make Bookings
Editing bookings
Cancelling bookings
Allocating cabins
Handling payments
Notes: i.e. lift requests, vouchers, cot required etc

Check In screen –



Check-in data i.e. passenger figures
Option to print boarding cards

Report screen
Many different reports are available here: I have included a few examples below:





Car manifest (how many vehicles are booked on the ferry per day)
Passenger manifest (how many passengers are booked on the ferry per day)
Cabin manifest (how many cabins have been allocated per day)
Cargo manifest (how much cargo/freight is booked onto the ferry per day)

Embarkation
This screen allows us to record passengers who have embarked the ferry
Other functions include: Searching for passenger data, sending emails, checking availability, giving
different travel pricing options etc.
(316 P1, P3, K3)

See below a screen-print of the log in screen for  bespoke information system – Bookit. Each
member of our admin team have their own secure log in.

See below a copy of the screen that comes up after I have logged into Bookit.

.
Dealing with customer details within Bookit is an important part of my job data is monitored
regularly to ensure accuracy, when dealing with confidential information such as customer details; I
always follow the Data Protection Regulations 2018, and  Data Protection Policy doc ref 10.
The data protection regulations were put in place by the government to control how personal
information is used by all organisations with the UK. (316 P1, P7, K6)
I make customer bookings every day. Customer bookings are logged in Bookit.
Here are the steps I follow when making a booking:
1. Ask for the customers islander number if they have one
2. Ask for their name
3. Ask for their address
4. Ask for their mobile number
5. Ask what information they require in the booking etc passengers, car ,cabin
If the person is an islander I check the contact details and address are still correct. It is important to
have the correct contact details in case we need to contact the passenger. This could be about
sailing disruptions, lost property or if they do not turn up for check in. Also holding accurate
customer data is a requirement as per  Data Protection Policy doc ref 10 (316 P1, P4, K1)

When customers apply for an islander registration they have to show us proof of  residence.
The islander registration is a form that the customer needs to fill out with all their contact details
including name, address, gender, email, mobile and house phone number. Once the form has been
completed we send it to our branch, they then make up an Islander ID card and enter the
customer’s information into the Bookit system. The customer is then issued with an islander ID card
as shown below).

See below a copy of the islander registration form

When making a booking I use the unique reference on the ID card which gives the customer islander
discount. (316 P1)
Regardless of whether the customer is an islander or not, I input the booking details such as how
many passengers want to travel, do they require a cabin or vehicle space? It is important that the
system only shows what is available, so that we do not over allocate cabins, or car space. If errors
were made this would lead to chaos, when customers embarked the boat only to find that they did
not have a cabin, or vehicle space. Therefore, accuracy is paramount. Once all the vehicle/cabin

spaces are booked the system will show no availability. They therefore cannot be double booked.
(316 P3, P4, K3)
See below a screen-print that shows what availability we have left for  to  on the
28/02/2019 and to  on the 01/03/2019. It shows that southbound we have no outside
2 berths (NO2) and only 3.1m of vehicle space. (316 P1, P4, K1)

See below a screen print of when the system has been overbooked. We have a certain log in for
 that allows us to overbook the system. This happens very rarely and is only done once we
have authorisation from the loading officer that he can fit it on or the freight department. It now
shows 4.4m in this system. Due to cars, being different sizes if the car is quite small and can fit in the
lower hold we generally can get them on. (316 P3, P4, P5, K1, K4)

See below a screen-print of a booking which I cancelled for a customer. (316 P3, K3)

Each time a member of staff makes a booking, amends a booking, cancels a booking etc, it comes up
in the booking tab if there were any discrepancies we know who made the booking. The staff
member’s details are logged along with the booking. This is helpful if queries or problems arise as
staff can refer back to the specific member of staff, who entered the information into the system.
(316 P4, P5, P7)
See below a screen print of how I update customer data. (316 P3)

Over 60’s and young people between the ages of 16-19 that live in  get vouchers that entitle
them to 2 free return trips per year. The vouchers entitle them to their foot passage travel plus a
bed in a shared cabin for free, or they can get a single occupancy cabin half price. They must hand in
their voucher/s as a form of payment.
When people are making bookings using vouchers it is important that the admin staff monitor the
quantity of vouchers claimed. By monitoring the quantity of vouchers used it means that 
ensure that customers don’t use more than they are entitled too. It also ensures that we have an
accurate, up to date record of vouchers claimed for the  Council. (316 P1, P3, P4, P7, K3)
From within the Bookit system I can view a voucher report that shows all voucher numbers used
within a period of time. Once the voucher report has been produced the actual paper based
vouchers are sent to the finance department in , who then send them to the government.
This is in line with /Government procedures. (316 P1, P3, P4, K1)

See below an example of a Young Person’s voucher (aged 16-19) and a concession voucher.
The Young person’s voucher has YP on the right hand side and the concessions have a C. The
voucher numbers I enter into Bookit are shown on each voucher (long numbers that starts with 6336
followed by the blue 8 digit number). (316 P1)

See below a copy of the first page of a voucher report that I produced using the Bookit system. The
report shows the voucher numbers in the right hand column. The information in the report shows
vouchers used within specific time scales or periods. Summer tends to be a busy time as people use
up their vouchers in peak season to get the best value for money. The screen print below shows an
extract from period 6 - Date period: 25/06/2018 to 22/07/2018 (316 P1, P4, K1) (317 P2, P3, P5, K3,
K5, K6, K8)

As part of the admin staff morning checklist, I go through safety list which I get from BookIt. The
safety list shows all the bookings for that day, notes in the bookings along with whatever has been
booked onto the ferry for example: cars, cabins and  lounge. It is important this is monitored,
when I go through the collated data, I must check that cabins have been allocated correctly. I also
need to ensure passengers receive the correct amount of  Lounge tickets and the voucher
notes are correct in the bookings, this ensures that passengers receive the correct service that they
have booked. (316 P1, P3)
See below a copy of the first page of the safety list for the 11/03/2019 which I collated and produced
from the Bookit system. (317 P8, K8)

Group bookings are another thing that needs to be monitored. In the spring and summer there are
lots of football groups that travel to tournaments. It is important to look at the cabin allocation
especially for groups of young children to try to get cabins close together so it is easier for the adults
to keep check on them. It is also important to monitor group bookings, as quite often the bookings
will be made months in advance to get the cabins they need guaranteed. However, they do not pay
at the time of the booking as the group/s are quite often waiting for a sponsorship code, or
sponsorships money to cover the travel costs. Normally at the time of booking they don’t have the
names of all the travellers. When this happens I enter the organisations name and contact number
to confirm the booking in Bookit. It is important to monitor these bookings so that admin
staff can get the passengers names and payment updated before the day of travel. If the passengers
names are not confirmed before check-in this would cause real problems as we would not be able to
check in the group, which may cause delays, and the ferry may not be able to leave on time, which
could lead to passengers complaining and a very unhappy Captain. (316 P1, P3, P4, P5, K1, K3, K4)
Another part of the morning checklist is to write out the SPV (Self Propelled Vehicle) paper work, for
commercial vehicles booked to travel on the ferry.
I log the following information:










Ship
Date
Route
Time
Company name
Vehicle registration
Booking number
Vehicle length
Vehicle weight

SPV paperwork must be signed by the drivers, and then they get the top copy. I keep the blue and
yellow copies which I check, file, and send down to . It is important to ensure all SPV
paperwork is ready prior to drivers checking in, and that all the blue copies are kept so I can check
and file them the next day.
Commercial vehicles are booked onto the ferry using the Bookit system, the vehicle code is SPV
rather than general vehicle. This ensures that the freight reports are accurate. This also ensures that
the loading officer gets accurate information regarding the types of vehicles that will be loaded onto
the ferry. (316 P3, P7, K3)
See below a copy of the SPV paper work we fill out.

c
After check-in has closed, I monitor the number of passengers who have boarded the ferry. Once all
the stubs are scanned I run a number of reports which checks that everyone that has checked-in has
gone on board the ferry. Once I have confirmed the number of stubs match the embarked manifest,
I radio the ship to tell them how many passengers they have on board. The captain can then prepare
for sailing. (316 P1, P3, K1, K3, K4) (317 P1, P3, P5, P8, K5)
See below a copy of the embarked manifest from the sailing  to on the 28th of
February 2019. The report shows we had 219 passengers on board. (316 P1, P4, P7, K1) (317 P8, K8)

It is important to monitor this information, as it is a legal requirement for the ship, the passenger
figures must be presented to the Captain 30 minutes prior to departure. We used to print out all our
reports and keep them in a locked filing cabinet for 3 months. Recently we decided to start saving
them on the computer to reduce waste, we also felt that electronic copies of the data would be
more secure as computers are locked, or shut down every. In addition, information that is saved on
the server is backed up daily. (316 P1, P4, P7, K1, K6) (302 P1, P3, K1) (304 P7, K10) (317 P1)
Before a new updated BookIt version comes out the database manager in  sends out a test
sheet with a list of tasks that she wants us to test to make sure they all work. This is important as it
helps identify problems before the system becomes live so they can identify and solved unexpected
issues live. It is also important for us to report any problems we experience so that they can be
solved. For example, when the 2019 bookings opened the codes for young people vouchers wouldn’t
work, this meant it wouldn’t give people the discount they were entitled to. We noticed this so knew
not to charge people and we reported the issue to the database manager and she quickly solved it.
It is important to continuously review the BookIt system so that it is fit for purpose and meets all of
our ongoing needs. By reflecting on how well it works and coming up with new ideas for
improvements it helps our organisation works efficiently and effectively to continue to meet the
customer’s needs. Embracing new technologies and enhanced functions helps our admin team to do
our jobs well. If I come up with a new ideas for the system, or feel that the system isn’t working well
enough, I would talk to my manager who would forward my comments onto our database manager.
(316 P5, P6, K4, K5)
Training staff members on the functions of Bookit is paramount in order to ensure all staff are using
the system in the same way. If staff members are not trained properly, it will lead to mistakes,
incorrect data entry, and could affect customer experience. Therefore supporting one another,
having detailed procedures and ongoing training/support ensures that all staff members can use the
system efficiently and effectively. I am confident in all the functions of the BookIt system. I regularly
help newer members of staff when they are unsure about functions within the Bookit system. (316
P2, K2)

See below a copy of my notes for making a booking. (316 P2)

During the winter months both the passengers boats go into dry dock. When this happens we only
have a passenger ship 3 nights a week with a freight ship the other 4. This can sometimes cause
trouble for our customers. We try to accommodate customers’ needs as much as possible by
offering the customers the option of sailing on the freight ship. I can do this by making a booking but
using different codes into BookIt.
See below a booking confirmation that shows the different codes for the freight ship. This is for a
customer who is using a voucher. If this passenger was travelling on the passenger ferry the codes
would have been “NCS” on the passenger line and “N91” on the cabin line however on the freight
boat it is “FNS” and “F91”. (316 P3, K3)

Bookit is a very good system however very occasoinally the system crashes. If this happened at
check in the admin staff would need to do a manual check in, we have an emergency procedure in
place just in case the system crashes.
Another example of monitoring customers’ information is when the police are looking to see if a
certain person travelled or is booked to travel on the ferry. They come into the terminal looking for
this information. When they come into the terminal they are required to complete a data protection
form. Once the form has been handed over I will run a query within Bookit to find the information
they require. (316 P1, P4, P7, K1, K6)
See below a copy of our data protection form that the police must fill in before we disclose any
information.

